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“Recent popular culture is characterized by features reminiscent of schizoid 
tendencies including reduced affect, loss of a sense of reality or of separate 
identity, and being saturated by abstract, unfounded images…Detached from a 
singular identity, the schizophrenic moves across identities, blurring the 
boundaries between what we consider to belong to the real or virtual, the 
functional or non-functional, internal or the external domain.” 
 

-Richard Hertz & Pamela Burton, Authors of The Language of Scripted Spaces 
 
“We live in an age of globalized localism – everything seems wired into the 
master computer system yet everything is also simultaneously an enclave – a 
fantasy narrative that is supposed to feel intimate but actually leaves no clear 
boundary between private and public events…[These] spheres of globalized 
localism unveil the close relationship between artifice and functionality.” 
 

-Norman Klein, Cultural Critic 
 
“Good theater has an appeal far stronger than other types of design: it allows 
us to escape from our responsibilities as adults and find ourselves in a fantasy 
world.” 
 

-Terry Dougall, Interior Designer 
 
 
For it’s inaugural exhibition, Martos Gallery Los Angeles is pleased to present Scripted Spaces, a group 
exhibition curated by Cecelia Stucker. The works included address notions surrounding modalities of 
control and fantasy in the imagescape. This collection examines advertising vernacular and the subversion 
of meaning and experience in the sphere of branded space. Each artist ruminates on the image-maker’s 
ability to simulate or stimulate emotions like desire among consumers by creating vistas of appeal into 
which the gregarious masses are absorbed and invited to intermingle private desires with collective 
notions of the ideal. 



 
According to social theorist Norman Klein, “Scripted Spaces” are illusionistic expanses—environments that 
are programmed to make you believe that you are at the center of a projected narrative. In the plane of 
branded space, there is a definitive interplay between power and illusion. Looking around the public 
exteriors of Los Angeles, one finds a plethora of brand messages plastering most empty surfaces: from 
benches to billboards, building facades and even vehicular bodies. This city is particularly oriented around 
branded imagery—it is, after all, the epicenter of film, which one could argue is the penultimate industry 
producing synthesized visuals—but it also a particular scape in which to witness correlations between 
personal desire and our consumer needs and activities. 
 
There is an element of sociocultural production on the part of advertising executives, branding firms, and 
the Hollywood machine. These arbiters of social taste and consumption create systems of signs through 
the commodification of imagery “that structure and transform our experience of the world.” (Hertz & 
Burton) They manipulate the collective psyche by presenting us with idealized, enticing imagery that 
plays off our sensory mechanisms and enchant us into coveting. Within Deleuze and Guattaris' “desiring-
production”—a place in which consumers intermingle branding efforts within their own psychic fantasies, 
creating a sphere for social energy to funnel through—a social mechanism materializes that transforms 
desire into need and need into consumption. 
 
On the most basic levels, the commercial apparatus is designed to “appeal to” and “draw in,” to create 
an outlet into the realm of imagination. We will align ourselves with the perfect models within seductive 
design components, lust after iconic brands and follow celebrity endorsements. We exist within an 
orchestrated space of visual cues and an amalgamation of ephemeral images. This exhibition aims to 
reveal the alternate space in which advertising vernacular exists and how this hybrid fantasy-reality in 
turn shifts the DNA of desire, dictating how we as a society consume and ultimately engage with and 
impact our visual landscapes. 
 


